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The project “Artificial Realities: Virtual as an aesthetic medium in 

architectural ideation”, was developed in the Scope of Lisbon 

Architecture Triennale 2019.

“Artificial Realities” is framed by the confrontation between 

rationality and efficiency related to virtual technologies applied 

to the architectural design process and the poetics related to the 

aesthetics in architecture. The experience of architectural space 

and the state of contemplation and delight of the architectonic 

exercise will have a digital materialization. 

The project explored the ways in which virtual reality technologies 

can enable designers to create immersive spaces that drive the 

users to escape to other realms in cutting-edge aesthetic 

experiences. 

Summary



_ An Exhibition held in ISCTE from the 14
th

to the 18
th

of October. This has 

been selected as an Associated Project of Lisbon Architecture Triennale 

2019. We showcased an international group of projects by leading 

practitioners that have a solid body of work on diverse issues related with 

architectural design processes using VR and AR technologies. 

_ An International seminar on topics of common interest was organised 

during the exhibition. Talks by invited leading researchers and designers 

were given in the Symposium. A call for papers guaranteed a wide spectrum 

of interest among the field.

_ Research on using VR and AR in the ideation stages of architecture design 

and using it with final-user to engage them in architecture and urban design 

discussions as in participatory design processes

_ Book publication “Virtual Aesthetics in Architecture. Designing in Mixed 

Realities”, Routledge

Activities



[Exhibition and Symposium] 

The event was attended by 

researchers and 

practionnaires from 12 

countries from Europe, North 

America, Asia and Oceania 

(Norway, Denmark, 

Netherlands, Belgium, 

Germany, Greece, Portugal, 

Turkey, Singapore, Australia, 

United States of America and 

Canada).

The exhibition was attended by

several visitors, among

architects and other artists, 

attracted by the Triennale's

dissemination, architecture and

computer sciences’ students, as 

well as Secondary Schools

classes

http://istar.iscte-iul.pt/artificialrealities/


Body Architectures, Nancy Diniz and Frank 

Melendez [Augmented Architectures]

The digital archive and FormAxioms: ‘the

politics of mapping the invisible’. Eva 

Castro, Federico Ruberto [Singapore

University of Technology and Design], 

Christine Yogiaman, Jason Lim, Jane Chua, 

Deniz Manisali [Studios Leads], Ho Jin Teck

Daryl, Peng Haonan, Chow Khoi Rong

Clara, Nabila Larasati Pranoto, Sim Yi-Ting

Michel

HoloLens Processes, A Paperless Physical

Construction Using Hologram, Marcus 

Farr [American University of Sharjah], 

Matias del Campo and Sandra Manninger

[SPAN Architects]

Identity, Rudolf Romero and Joost

Marcellis [01X digital]

Mobile virtual reality for landscape

design: Schous Plass as case study, Ana 

Moural and Ramzi Hassan [Norwegian

University of Life Sciences]

Nordic Daylight in 360º, Anette

Kreutzberg [The Royal Danish Academy of

Fine Arts]

Perspectiva Virtualis, Julien Rippinger and

Arthur Lachard [Université Libre de 

Bruxelles]

Porifera Suspended Topologies, Ioanna

Symeonidou [University of Thessaly], 

Effimia Gionnopoulou, Pablo Baquero 

[Faberarium] with Nuno Pereira da Silva 

(AR Development)[ISTAR-IUL]

A Quasi-Real Virtual Reality Experience: 

Point Cloud Navigation. Nuno Pereira da 

Silva, Joana Gomes, Sara Eloy and

Ricardo Resende [ISTAR-IUL]

A Robotic Dance, Nuno Pereira da Silva 

and Sara Eloy [ISTAR-IUL]

Sirius Gardens – The Building, Sean 

Pickersgill [University of South

Australia], Jason Semanic [The Space

Laboratory] and Chris Traianos [Realize 

Studio]

Sky Grazing Tower, Kyriaki Goti and

Christopher Morse [Some People]

Mille-Oeille, Elena Pérez Guembe

[Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute] and

Rosana Rubio [University of Tampere]

VoxelCO – Playing with Collaborative

Objects, Alexander Grasser [Graz 

University of Technology]



[MyChanges] 

Development of a mockup that enables the 

generation of customized design solutions 

for the façade of houses.

Testing the app and visualization modes:

 User satisfaction regarding the 

customization possibility that it offers 

to the design of the façade of their 

house

 User satisfaction regarding three 

modes of visualization of the final 

designs of the façade: 

o non-immersive screen-based 

visualization using a tablet - final 

design is visualized as a static image; 

o semi-immersive visualization using a 

smart phone - final design can be 

seen by a 360º render of the site; 

o fully immersive visualization using a 

HMD (Oculus Rift) - final design can 

be freely navigated by the user.
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